
Clinicians from multiple institutions work together to devise clinical trials against brain
tumors

The University of Kansas Cancer Center joins
the Brain Tumor Trials Collaborative
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The University of Kansas Cancer Center is the newest member of the Brain Tumor Trials Collaborative

(BTTC), a 10-year-old national organization based in Houston, Tex.

"BTTC comprises clinicians from multiple institutions who work together to devise clinical trials

investigating new drugs, or new combinations of existing drugs, against brain tumors," says Sarah

Taylor, M.D., who is KU Cancer Center's sole neuro-oncologist, a professor of medicine at the

University of Kansas Medical Center, and the driving force behind this new membership. "It's similar to

cancer clinical trials cooperative groups such as the Southwest Oncology Group, except no federal

funds or oversight are involved — which I think is unique."

Instead, since its genesis in 2003 — with Mark Gilbert, M.D., a neuro-oncologist at MD Anderson

Cancer Center, at the helm — the BTTC has been funded entirely by Head for the Cure, a foundation

established that same year to raise awareness of brain cancer. Head for the Cure is based in Kansas
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Personal odyssey

Matt Anthony and Mark Gilbert share a connection that spans over a decade. Chris Anthony, Matt's

brother and Gilbert's patient, was diagnosed with glioblastoma — one of the deadliest brain tumors —

and passed away at age 37. Chris's stoic struggle spurred his brother to decide that more funds were
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needed for brain cancer research. Gilbert came up with the idea of BTTC.

Nœ΄ƖĮĎ΄Ħåŉŉ΄ŜĦ΄͚̇̅̅̈΄ƊĎƵĎœ΄őŜœƖĮƊ΄åĦƖĎƂ΄�ĮƂĳƊͣƊ΄ĈĎåƖĮ͚΄ƖĮĎ΄�œƖĮŜœƼ΄ĦåőĳŉƼ΄ŜƂħåœĳǆĎĈ΄ƖĮĎĳƂ΄ǙƂƊƖ΄̊_΄Ƃƞœ΄ĳœ
_åœƊåƊ΄�ĳƖƼ͟΄�ĮƂĳƊ΄ĮåƵĳœħ΄ĀĎĎœ΄å΄ņĎĎœ΄ƂƞœœĎƂ͚ ΄ĳƖ΄ƶåƊ΄å΄ǙƖƖĳœħ΄ƖƂĳĀƞƖĎ͟΄¯ĮĎ΄ħŜåŉ΄ƶåƊ΄ƊƖƂåĳħĮƖĦŜƂƶåƂĈ΄Ͳ
raising seed money for BTTC.

¢ĳœāĎ΄ƖĮĎœ͚΄IĎåĈ΄ĦŜƂ΄ƖĮĎ΄�ƞƂĎ΄̊_ͲiĎƖƂŜ΄_�΄ĮåƊ΄ĀĎāŜőĎ΄œŜƖ΄ŜœŉƼ΄å΄ŉåƖĎ΄�ƞħƞƊƖ΄ǙƻƖƞƂĎ͚΄ĀƞƖ΄ŜœĎ΄ŜĦ΄ƖĮĎ
largest events of its kind. In 2007, the foundation itself was formed, with Matt Anthony as president,
åœĈ΄̊_΄ƂƞœƊ΄åƂĎ΄œŜƶ΄ĮŜƊƖĎĈ΄ĳœ΄_åœƊåƊ΄ͬaåƶƂĎœāĎ͚΄ÎĳāĮĳƖå͚ͭ΄iĳƊƊŜƞƂĳ΄ͬ�ŜŉƞőĀĳå͚΄¢Ɩ͟΄aŜƞĳƊͭ΄åœĈ΄�ƞƊƖĳœ͚
Texas.

A record number of runners — 4,800 in all, with more than half of the 200 teams honoring someone
åǖĎāƖĎĈ΄ĀƼ΄ĀƂåĳœ΄āåœāĎƂ΄ͮ΄ƖƞƂœĎĈ΄ŜƞƖ΄åƖ΄�ŜƂſŜƂåƖĎ΄ÎŜŜĈƊ΄ĳœ΄tƵĎƂŉåœĈ΄�åƂņ͚΄_åœ͚͟΄ĦŜƂ΄ƖĮĎ΄̇̅̆̇΄ĎƵĎœƖ͟
Since its founding, Head for the Cure has raised over $1.8 million and enabled the expansion of BTTC
from 16 member institutions to 24.

Debunking brain tumors

There are over 120 types of brain tumors and, on average, about 88,000 cases diagnosed in the
¶œĳƖĎĈ΄¢ƖåƖĎƊ΄ĎåāĮ΄ƼĎåƂ͟΄�ĎāåƞƊĎ΄ĦĎƶĎƂ΄ƖĮåœ΄̆΄ĳœ΄͚̇̅̅̅̅̅΄ſĎŜſŉĎ΄åƂĎ΄åǖĎāƖĎĈ͚΄ƖĮĎƊĎ΄āåœāĎƂƊ΄åƂĎ
considered rare under the Rare Diseases Act of 2002. Correspondingly, research funds are in short
supply.

In addition, "a general problem with brain tumors is that they're formed inside a box, so to speak,"
Taylor says. "If the tumor can't be removed, it will keep growing and overwhelm what's normally in the
box. Screening procedures have made early detection possible for some cancers — like breast and
colon — but we have nothing similar for brain tumors."

å̄ƼŉŜƂ΄åœĈ΄BĳŉĀĎƂƖ΄åƂĎ΄ŉŜœħƖĳőĎ΄ſƂŜĦĎƊƊĳŜœåŉ΄åāƁƞåĳœƖåœāĎƊ͚΄åœĈ΄ƊĮĎ΄ĀĎŉĳĎƵĎƊ΄ĮĎƂ΄ĎǗāĳĎœāƼ΄ĳœ΄ſŉåāĳœħ
patients on clinical trials through the federally-funded Radiation Therapy Oncology Group helped
garner her invitation to BTTC's annual meeting in February 2013, subsequently leading to KU Cancer
Center's induction as the 24  member.

"We've always given solid care, but I never thought we were big enough to qualify for BTTC
őĎőĀĎƂƊĮĳſ͟΄aĎåƂœĳœħ΄ŜƖĮĎƂƶĳƊĎ΄ƶåƊ΄å΄ſŉĎåƊåœƖ΄ƊƞƂſƂĳƊĎ͟΄BĎƖƖĳœħ΄k�N΄ĈĎƊĳħœåƖĳŜœ΄ƶåƊ΄å΄ĀŜŜƊƖ͚΄åœĈ
ƶĎ΄ĮåƵĎ΄ĀĎƖƖĎƂ΄Ǚœåœāĳåŉ΄ƊƞſſŜƂƖ΄ƖŜ΄ŃŜĳœ΄ƖĮĳƊ΄āŜŉŉåĀŜƂåƖĳƵĎ΄œŜƶ͟΄NƖͣƊ΄ĎƻſĎœƊĳƵĎ΄ĀƞƊĳœĎƊƊ͚΄ĈĎƊĳħœĳœħ΄åœĈ
implementing clinical trials — on average between $8,000 to $10,000 per patient," Taylor explains.

Currently, BTTC's focus is on glioblastoma — partly due to Chris Anthony's diagnosis, but mostly
because this aggressive cancer is the main culprit in adults.

"It's a chance to try newer, targeted drugs on a disease that still has no home runs," Taylor says. She is
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also carrying out a phase III trial that pits the immune system against glioblastoma. A patient's
dendritic cells — messenger cells in the immune system — are used, along with a sample from each
patient's glioblastoma, to create a personalized vaccine.

͢¯ĮĎ΄ƂĎƊƞŉƖƊ͚΄åƖ΄ƖĮĎ΄ſĮåƊĎ΄NN΄ŉĎƵĎŉ͚΄ŉŜŜņ΄ſƂŜőĳƊĳœħ͚͢ ΄ƊĮĎ΄ƊåƼƊ͚΄͢ĀƞƖ΄œŜƖĮĳœħͣƊ΄ĈĎǙœĳƖĎ΄ƼĎƖ΄ĀĎāåƞƊĎ
historical data was used to compare outcomes — in other words, the two groups of patients weren't
treated during the same time period."

Hope and fresh options

Progress against brain cancer may seem glacial, especially to patients and their families, but it can be
ĦŜƞœĈ΄œŜœĎƖĮĎŉĎƊƊ͟΄�ƵĎƂåħĎ΄ƊƞƂƵĳƵåŉ΄ĦŜƂ΄ſåƖĳĎœƖƊ΄ƶĳƖĮ΄ħŉĳŜĀŉåƊƖŜőå΄ĮåƊ΄ħŜœĎ΄ĦƂŜő΄ŃƞƊƖ΄Ɗĳƻ΄ƶĎĎņƊ΄ſŜƊƖͲ
surgery to 14 months. Techniques like stereotactic radiosurgery — pinpointing the exact location of
ĀƂåĳœ΄ƖƞőŜƂ΄āĎŉŉƊ͚΄ƖĮĎœ΄åĳőĳœħ΄å΄ſƂĎāĳƊĎ΄ĈŜƊĎ΄ŜĦ΄ƂåĈĳåƖĳŜœ΄åƖ΄ƖĮĎő΄ͮ΄ħƂĎåƖŉƼ΄ƂĎĈƞāĎ΄ƊĳĈĎ΄ĎǖĎāƖƊ΄ĦŜƂ
patients. Chemotherapy, once considered useless, is now standard. Two FDA-approved
chemotherapy drugs, temozolomide and bevacizumab, have emerged in the last decade.

On the whole, though, brain tumors remain frustrating for patients and doctors alike. Collaboratives
like BTTC apply the critical thinking skills of multiple experts toward tackling a seemingly intractable
problem.

"If I come up with an idea for a clinical trial, the group can decide if it's worth pursuing," Taylor says.
"The need for collaboration is more pronounced with rarer cancers because individual centers can't
see enough patients to complete clinical trials on their own. Also, more heads put together - no pun
intended - mean better scrutiny of observations, quicker answers and wider acceptance of the data."

Nœ΄ƖĮĎ΄ĎœĈ͚΄ĳƖ΄āŜőĎƊ΄ĈŜƶœ΄ƖŜ΄ƶĮåƖ΄ å̄ƼŉŜƂ΄āŜœƊĳĈĎƂƊ΄ņĎƼ͙΄͢N΄āåœ΄ŜǖĎƂ΄őƼ΄ſåƖĳĎœƖƊ΄œĎƶ΄ŜſƖĳŜœƊ΄ƖĮåƖ΄N
didn't think up," she says. "To me, BTTC is more than the power of clinical collaboration; it's about
consistently trying to do what's best for patients."
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